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LCS-1: a high-resolution global model of the lithospheric magnetic field derived from CHAMP and Swarm satellite observations
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SUMMARY
We derive a new model, named LCS-1, of Earth’s lithospheric field based on four years (2006 September–2010 September) of magnetic observations taken by the CHAMP satellite at altitudes lower than 350 km, as well as almost three years (2014 April–2016 December) of measurements taken by the two lower Swarm satellites Alpha and Charlie. The model is determined entirely from magnetic ‘gradient’ data (approximated by finite differences): the north–south gradient is approximated by first differences of 15 s along-track data (for CHAMP and each of the two Swarm satellites), while the east–west gradient is approximated by the difference between observations taken by Swarm Alpha and Charlie. In total, we used 6.2 mio data points. The model is parametrized by 35 000 equivalent point sources located on an almost equal-area grid at a depth of 100 km below the surface (WGS84 ellipsoid). The amplitudes of these point sources are determined by minimizing the misfit to the magnetic satellite ‘gradient’ data together with the global average of $|B_r|$ at the ellipsoid surface (i.e. applying an L1 model regularization of $B_r$). In a final step, we transform the point-source representation to a spherical harmonic expansion. The model shows very good agreement with previous satellite-derived lithospheric field models at low degree (degree correlation above 0.8 for degrees $n \leq 133$). Comparison with independent near-surface aeromagnetic data from Australia yields good agreement (coherence >0.55) at horizontal wavelengths down to at least 250 km, corresponding to spherical harmonic degree $n \approx 160$. The LCS-1 vertical component and field intensity anomaly maps at Earth’s surface show similar features to those exhibited by the WDMAM2 and EMM2015 lithospheric field models truncated at degree 185 in regions where they include near-surface data and provide unprecedented detail where they do not. Example regions of improvement include the Bangui anomaly region in central Africa, the west African cratons, the East African Rift region, the Bay of Bengal, the southern 90° E ridge, the Cretaceous quiet zone south of the Walvis Ridge and the younger parts of the South Atlantic.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Determination of global lithospheric field models requires accurate magnetic field observations with global coverage, which can only be obtained by satellites. Consequently, the construction of lithospheric magnetic field models is one of the main objectives of satellite missions such as CHAMP and Swarm. During the past decade, a number of global lithospheric field models have been determined from data collected by these satellites (e.g. Thébault et al. 2017). In one class of models, the lithospheric field is co-estimated together with other magnetic sources (e.g. from the core and magnetosphere) in a comprehensive approach; such models include the comprehensive model (CM) series (e.g. Sabaka et al. 2004, 2015), the GRIMM models (e.g. Lesur et al. 2008, 2015), the BGS model series (e.g. Thomson & Lesur 2007; Thomson et al. 2010) and the CHAOS model series (e.g. Olsen et al. 2014; Finlay et al. 2016). Models of the other class are derived in a sequential approach by first removing a priori models of all known magnetic field contributions, except for the lithospheric field, from the magnetic field observations, followed by a careful data selection and application of empirical corrections. The MF model series (e.g. Maus et al. 2002, 2008; Maus 2010) are examples of models determined using this approach; other
Examples are the models determined by Stockmann et al. (2009), Kother et al. (2015) and Thébault et al. (2016).

The MF7 model developed by Maus and co-workers is one of the most widely used global lithospheric field models. It formally describes the lithospheric field up to spherical harmonic degree $n = 133$ (corresponding to 300 km horizontal wavelength), and has been derived from along-track filtered CHAMP magnetic field observations after removal of a priori models of the core and large-scale magnetospheric fields and of the ocean tidal magnetic signal, and line leveling between adjacent satellite tracks and nearby orbit crossovers to minimize the variance between observations within a certain distance. Coefficients above $n > 80$ are damped (regularized) by minimizing the L2 norm of the radial magnetic field, which means minimizing $B_r^2$ averaged over the Earth’s surface.

As an alternative to the L2 norm of $B_r$, other regularization schemes have also been used: Stockmann et al. (2009) and Kother et al. (2015) applied a maximum entropy regularization (of $B_r$ and equivalent source amplitudes respectively), while Morschhauser et al. (2014) used an L1 model regularization of $B_r$, which means minimizing $|B_r|$ averaged over the surface of interest, for modeling the lithospheric field of Mars.

Lithospheric field models differ also in their model parametrization. While most models (including MF7) estimate the coefficients of a spherical harmonic expansion of the magnetic potential, alternatives have been explored. These include spherical triangle tessellations of $B_r$ (Stockmann et al. 2009), (depleted) harmonic splines (Langel & Whaler 1996), equivalent dipole sources (e.g. Mayhew 1979; von Frese et al. 1981; Dymen & Arkani-Hamed 1998), spherical caps (e.g. Haines 1985; Thébault 2006, 2008) and an equivalent source method involving monopoles (O’Brien & Parker 1994; Kother et al. 2015).

In this paper, we present a new global model of the lithospheric field that has been derived using more satellite magnetic observations (utilizing four years of data from CHAMP and three years from Swarm) than in previous models, using an equivalent source model parametrization consisting of 35,000 point sources (monopoles), and using an L1 norm model regularization that minimizes the global average of $|B_r|$ at the ellipsoid. Use of L1 norm model regularization in the construction of lithospheric field models is motivated by the lithospheric field being characterized by a small number of localized high-amplitude continental features, together with generally low-amplitude features in the extended oceanic regions.

Due to its quadratic form, the L2 norm is dominated by the contribution from high-amplitude features. Minimizing the L2 norm therefore suppresses such high-amplitude features, while having relatively little impact on possibly spurious features in low-amplitude regions. In contrast, the L1 norm penalizes in a similar way unnecessary signal in both low- and high-amplitude regions.

Therefore, compared to an L2 norm regularized model with a similar misfit, an L1 norm regularized model will possess locally higher amplitude features where needed, and at the same time, it will suppress more efficiently unneeded signals in low-amplitude regions. This permits models described as ‘sparse’ (e.g. Aster et al. 2013, section 7.2) in the sense that much of the model can be close to zero, while at the same time there can be a small number of high-amplitude features, which is in agreement with our expectations for a model of the lithospheric field.

Low-altitude magnetic field measurements are crucial for constructing high-quality lithospheric field models, due to the comparatively rapid attenuation of the lithospheric signal with altitude. This is obvious from Fig. 1 which shows the Lowes–Mauersberger spatial spectrum of the lithospheric field at various altitudes as given by the MF7 lithospheric model (Maus 2010).

At Earth’s surface, the spectrum is essentially ‘flat’ (i.e. independent of $n$) in the presented wavelength range ($\lambda = 300–2500$ km), whereas it strongly decreases with increasing harmonic degree $n$ at satellite altitude. Focusing, for example, on lithospheric structures with horizontal wavelength $\lambda = 400$ km (corresponding to spherical harmonic degree $n = 100$), the mean lithospheric amplitude when averaging over Earth’s surface is about 7 nT, whereas it is only 56 pT at 300 km altitude, which was the altitude of the CHAMP satellite during the last few months of the mission. At 450 km altitude, which is the present altitude of the lower Swarm satellite pair, the lithospheric signal is only 5.8 pT, 10 times weaker than at 300 km altitude. The attenuation with altitude is even stronger at higher spherical harmonic degrees.

Extracting the weak lithospheric signal from the satellite magnetic field observations is thus a major challenge which requires sophisticated statistical methods and data processing schemes. Spatial gradient information on the magnetic field, approximated by finite differences of measurements taken at nearby locations, help in removing the large-scale magnetic field contributions from the core and magnetosphere (and residuals of these effects in the data), and enhance the lithospheric signal. The lithospheric model that we present here relies entirely on such gradient information. We denote our new model as LCS-1 (Lithospheric model derived from CHAMP and Swarm satellite data, version 1).

Section 2 describes the data set that was used to derive and assess the lithospheric field model, and Section 3 presents how the model is parametrized and estimated. Results are discussed in Section 4, which also includes an investigation of the information content of the different data sets, thereby providing an assessment of the contribution of Swarm satellite data to the model. A discussion of the new lithospheric model is given in Section 5. The paper concludes with a summary and outlook in Section 6.

2 DATA

We use magnetic observations collected by the CHAMP and Swarm satellite missions. CHAMP (e.g. Maus 2007) was launched in 2000 July into a near-polar (inclination 87.2°) orbit with an initial altitude of 454 km above a mean radius of $a = 6371.2$ km and had its atmospheric re-entry in 2010 September. Altitude during the last four years of the mission was 350 km or lower, which makes this data set particularly interesting for lithospheric field modeling.

The satellite constellation mission Swarm (e.g. Friis-Christensen et al. 2006; Olsen et al. 2016b) was launched in 2013 November. It consists of three identical spacecraft, two of which, Swarm Alpha and Swarm Charlie, fly closely together in near-polar orbits of inclination 87.4° at an altitude of about 450 km (as of 2017 March). The east-west (EW) separation of their orbits is 1.4° in longitude, corresponding to 155 km at the equator. The third satellite, Swarm Bravo, flies at a slightly higher (about 520 km altitude in 2017 March) orbit of inclination 88°. For our modeling effort, we only use data from the two lower satellites Swarm Alpha and Charlie.

We selected CHAMP data from the four years 2006 September to 2010 September and from the lower Swarm satellite pair between 2014 April (since then the two lower satellites are flying in constellation) and 2016 December. The top panel of Fig. 2 shows mean altitude (red curve) and altitude range (red shaded) of the satellites together with solar flux $F_{\text{10.7}}$ (blue) with respect to time. The sudden increase in CHAMP altitude in 2009 is due to an orbit manoeuvre.
Unmodeled large-scale magnetospheric field contributions are one of the largest sources of noise for lithospheric field modeling, and various techniques have been used to eliminate these unwanted features from the data [see Thébault et al. (2017) for a recent overview]. Commonly used techniques include high-pass filtering of the satellite magnetic field observations on an orbit-by-orbit basis and line leveling (e.g. Maus 2010). But such pre-processing of the data also removes part of the lithospheric signal, as demonstrated, for example, by Thébault et al. (2012).

However, large-scale magnetic field contributions such as those produced by magnetospheric currents are effectively reduced in gradient data compared to the magnetic field itself, which increases the lithospheric signal-to-noise ratio in gradient data. By relying entirely on gradient data, as done here, it is therefore possible to construct lithospheric field models without orbit-by-orbit high-pass filtering or line leveling.

Use of gradient data for lithospheric field modeling has several advantages: (i) since gradient data are less affected by (large-scale) external field contributions, it is possible to include data from times of higher geomagnetic activity, which increases the amount of times with data suitable for lithospheric modeling by up to 50 per cent; (ii) these unmodeled large-scale contributions result in highly correlated satellite field data time-series but much less correlated gradient data time-series. The gradient data are therefore less correlated in time compared to field data, which enables a higher data sampling rate compared to field data. This further increases the amount of useful data for lithospheric field modeling.

In order to estimate our lithospheric model, we rely entirely on horizontal difference data (which we in the following denote as ‘gradient data’); we do not use magnetic field observations directly. Note, however, that magnetic field observations are of course used (differenced) when deriving the magnetic gradient data.

2.1 Selection of gradient data for model estimation

We select our data using similar criteria to those used for constructing the CHAOS-6 (Finlay et al. 2016) model; however, for the present model we subsampled the nominal 1 Hz data (Level-3 data for CHAMP, and Level-1b version 0501 data for Swarm) at 30 s intervals (instead of the 60 s sampling used for CHAOS-6).

Vector and scalar gradient data are selected for periods when (i) the strength of the magnetic signature of the magnetospheric ring current, described using the RC index (Olsen et al. 2014), changes by at most 3 nT hr$^{-1}$; and (b) when the geomagnetic activity index $Kp \leq 3^9$ for quasi-dipole (QD) latitudes (Richmond 1995) equatorward of $\pm 55^\circ$. Vector gradient data are only taken from non-polar (QD latitudes equatorward of $\pm 55^\circ$) regions, while scalar
Gradient data are taken globally. Only data from dark regions (sun at least 10° below the horizon) are chosen with the exception of north–south (NS) scalar gradient data for which we also include data from sunlit (i.e. dayside) regions. However, we do not use any dayside data at QD latitudes ±10° to avoid contamination by the Equatorial Electrojet, following the strategy described by Olsen et al. (2015, 2016a).

Similar to CHAOS-6, data in polar regions (poleward of ±55° QD latitude) were selected only when the merging electric field at the magnetopause $E_m \leq 0.8 \text{ mV m}^{-1}$ and when the interplanetary magnetic field was northward directed ($B_z > 0$).

In order to isolate the lithospheric magnetic signature, we removed from all the magnetic observations predictions of the core field (up to spherical harmonic degree $n = 14$) and of the large-scale magnetospheric field as given by the CHAOS-6 $x_2$ model (which is an extension of the model described in Finlay et al. 2016). In the following, we will denote as ‘data’ these residuals between magnetic observations and CHAOS-6 model predictions.

For each of the three satellites ($j$ denotes CHAMP, Swarm Alpha or Swarm Charlie), the NS gradient is approximated by the difference $\delta B_{\text{NS}} = B(t_j, r_j, \theta_j, \phi_j) - B(t_j + 15 \text{ s}, r_j + \delta r, \theta_j + \delta \theta, \phi_j + \delta \phi)$ using subsequent data measured by the same satellite 15 s later, corresponding to an along-track distance of $\approx 115 \text{ km} (\approx 1°$ in latitude). In what follows, $B$ may be either the scalar intensity $F$ or one of the three magnetic vector components ($B_r$, $B_\theta$, $B_\phi$). Here $t_j$, $r_j$, $\theta_j$, $\phi_j$ are time, radius,
geographic co-latitude and longitude of the observation, respectively.

The EW gradient is approximated by the difference $\delta B_{\text{EW}} = B_i(t_1, r_1, \theta_1, \phi_1) - B_i(t_2, r_2, \theta_2, \phi_2)$ of the magnetic observations taken by Swarm Alpha and Charlie. For each observation $B_i$ (from Swarm Alpha) fulfilling the above selection criteria, we selected the corresponding value $B_{i\text{c}}$ (from Swarm Charlie) that was closest in co-latitude $\theta$, with the additional requirement that the time difference $|\delta t| = |t_1 - t_2|$ between the two measurements should not exceed 50 s.

The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the number of data points in bins of 2-months length in time. The amount of Swarm data is twice that of the CHAMP data, owing to the availability of EW gradient data which is unique to the Swarm constellation mission. In total, we use 5.2 mio NS gradient data $\delta F_{\text{NS}}$, $\delta B_{\text{NS}}$ (2.4 mio from CHAMP and 2.8 mio from Swarm), and 0.95 mio EW gradient data $\delta F_{\text{EW}}$, $\delta B_{\text{EW}}$ (Swarm only). This amounts to 6.2 mio data points in total.

We assign to each data point a data uncertainty that depends on QD latitude. These data uncertainties have been determined from the residuals of the data (observations minus core, lithospheric and magnetospheric field contributions) with respect to the CHAOS-6 model by binning the residuals in QD latitudinal bins of 5° width and estimating standard deviation $\sigma$ using a robust approach (Huber weighting). Fig. 3 shows the assigned data uncertainties for the various data sources and for the CHAMP (left) and Swarm (middle and right) satellites.

2.2 Selection of magnetic field data for model assessment

For testing and evaluation purposes, we also selected a data set of magnetic field observations $B$ and $F$, again using data selection criteria similar to those used for constructing the CHAOS-6 model (Finlay et al. 2016). However, since magnetic field data are more influenced by unmodeled external field contributions compared to gradient data, it is necessary to restrict the selection to periods of lower geomagnetic activity when considering field data compared to gradient data. Following Olsen et al. (2015), we take magnetic field data only during extremely quiet conditions when the RC index changes by at most 2 nT hr$^{-1}$ (for gradient data, we allow for changes up to 3 nT hr$^{-1}$) and when the geomagnetic activity index $Kp \leq 2^0$ (for gradient data, we allow values for $Kp \leq 3^0$). We take vector magnetic field observations only from non-polar latitudes (as we do for gradient data), while only scalar field data are used in the polar regions.

In order to reduce temporal correlation of the data, we downsampled the field values to 2 min. This yields 72 000 polar scalar data (35 500 from CHAMP and 36 500 from Swarm) and 250 000 vector triplet data (120 000 from CHAMP and 130 000 from Swarm). Note that this data set has not been used in the construction of the final LCS-1 lithospheric model.

3 MODEL PARAMETRIZATION AND ESTIMATION

We describe the lithospheric magnetic field $B = -\nabla V$ using a magnetic scalar potential $V$ of internal origin. Following O’Brien & Parker (1994) and Kother et al. (2015), $V$ is modeled as a linear combination of $K$ equivalent potential field sources (monopoles) of amplitudes $q_k$ (given in units of nT), located at the positions $s_k = [r_k, \theta_k, \phi_k], k = 1, \ldots, K$ where $r, \theta, \phi$ are spherical co-ordinates. The potential at the position of the $N$ data positions $r_i = [r_i, \theta_i, \phi_i], i = 1, \ldots, N$ produced by the superposition of the $K$ point sources is

$$V(r_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} q_k \frac{r_i^2}{r_{ik}^3}$$

(1)

where $r_{ik} = |r_i - s_k|$ and $\mu_{ik}$ are the distance and angle between the position vectors of the observations, $r_i$, and of the point sources $s_k$, respectively;

$$r_{ik} = \sqrt{r_i^2 + r_k^2 - 2r_ir_k\cos(\mu_{ik})}$$

(2a)

$$\cos(\mu_{ik}) = \cos(\theta_i)\cos(\theta_k) + \sin(\theta_i)\sin(\theta_k)\cos(\phi_i - \phi_k).$$

(2b)

We use $K = 35 000$ point sources placed horizontally on an approximately equal-area grid defined by the ‘Recursive Zonal Equal Area Sphere Partitioning’ algorithm of Leopardi (2006). The angular distance $d$ between each point and its nearest neighbours varies between 1.07° and 1.11°, with a median value of 1.088° corresponding to 120.7 km at the Earth’s surface. The same value is found.
by dividing Earth’s surface $4\pi a^2$ (approximated by a sphere of radius $a$) into $K$ quadratic tesseroids of equal size $d^2$, which results in $d = a\sqrt{(4\pi/K)} = 120.7 \text{ km}$. The depth of the point sources is chosen as 100 km below the Earth’s surface as given by the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid. This choice of point-source depth is not related to the true depth of lithospheric magnetization, which is likely at much shallower depth. A point source at depth 100 km yields exactly the same surface magnetic field as a spatially more extended source distribution at some shallower depth. This is a consequence of the potential nature of the magnetic field. A detailed discussion of numerical considerations related to the choice of equivalent point-source depth is given by O’Brien & Parker (1994).

Collecting the magnetic field observations $(B_{x,i}, B_{y,i}, B_{z,i})$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$ in the data vector $\mathbf{d}$, and the strength of the point sources, $q_i$, $k = 1, \ldots, K$, in the model vector $\mathbf{m}$ results in the linear relationship

$$\mathbf{d} = \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{m} \mathbf{m}. \quad (3)$$

The elements of the data kernel matrix $\mathbf{G}_\mathbf{m}$ are given in appendix A of Kother et al. (2015).

Scalar data (i.e. magnetic field intensity) can be treated by projecting the elements of the kernel matrices $\mathbf{G}_\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{y}, \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{z}$ describing the vector field components at data location $\mathbf{r}_i$ on the unit vector $\mathbf{B} = \mathbf{B}_{\text{mod}}/|\mathbf{B}_{\text{mod}}|$ of the ambient core field (given by the CHAOS-6 core field model for spherical harmonic degrees $n=1-14$) at that location.

Gradient data were handled in a manner similar to that described in Kotsiarios et al. (2015) by taking the difference of the kernel matrices $\mathbf{G}_\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{y}, \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{z}$ corresponding to the two positions involved in the spatial difference, $(r_1, \theta_1, \phi_1)$ and $(r_2, \theta_2, \phi_2)$.

Collecting the observations of vector gradient $\Delta \mathbf{B}$ and scalar gradient $\delta F$ in the data vector $\mathbf{d}$, we follow Farquharson & Oldenburg (1998) in estimating the model vector $\mathbf{m}$ by minimizing the cost function $\Phi = \Phi_{\text{data}} + \sigma^2 \Phi_{\text{model}}$ consisting of the sum of the data misfit norm $\varepsilon^T \mathbf{W}_d \varepsilon$ and the model regularization norm $\sigma^2 \mathbf{m}^T \mathbf{R}_m$:

$$\Phi = \varepsilon^T \mathbf{W}_d \varepsilon + \sigma^2 \mathbf{m}^T \mathbf{R}_m \quad (4)$$

where $\varepsilon = \mathbf{d} - \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{m} \mathbf{m}$ is the data misfit vector (difference between data $\mathbf{d}$ and model predictions $\mathbf{d}_{\text{mod}} = \mathbf{G}_\mathbf{m} \mathbf{m}$), $\mathbf{W}_d$ is the diagonal data weight matrix with elements $w/\sigma^2$ (where $\sigma^2$ are the data variances as shown in Fig. 3 and $w$ are the robust data weights) and $\mathbf{R}$ is a model regularization matrix which results in the minimization of the global average of $|\mathbf{B}|$ at Earth’s surface ellipsoid. The parameter $\sigma^2$ controls the relative contribution of the model regularization norm to the cost function $\Phi$.

To obtain the model regularization matrix $\mathbf{R}_m$, we synthesize, for a given model $\mathbf{m}$, the radial magnetic field $B_r$ at 50,000 equally distributed locations on the Earth’s surface (ellipsoid, median spacing $100 \times 100 \text{ km}$); collecting these values in the vector $\mathbf{b} = \{B_r\}$ allows us to write this transformation in matrix form as $\mathbf{b} = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{m}$.

The model regularization matrix used in our scheme to implement the L1 norm is updated iteratively as $\mathbf{R}_m = \mathbf{A}_w \mathbf{A}$, where $\mathbf{A}_w$ is a diagonal matrix with elements $1/\sqrt{B_r^2 + e^2}$, where $e = 10^{-6} \text{nT}$ is Ekblom’s parameter included for reasons of numerical stability. This procedure effectively implements the L1 norm, as demonstrated by Aster et al. (2013), their section 7.3, and by Farquharson & Oldenburg (1998), their eqs (1), (5) and (18) with $p = 1$.

We minimize the cost function eq. (4) by Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares using data weights $w$ defined by Tukey’s biweight function with tuning constant $c = 4.5$ (Constable 1988; Farquharson & Oldenburg 1998). Starting from a weakly regularized L2 model, both $\mathbf{W}_d$ and $\mathbf{R}_m$ are updated at each iteration until convergence. The iteration is terminated when the norm of the model change was less than 0.01 per cent of the model norm. Our choice of regularization parameter $\sigma^2 = 3 \text{nT}^{-1}$ is discussed in the next section. To ensure that the divergence of the magnetic field vector is zero, the sum over all monopole amplitudes has to vanish, $\sum_k q_k = 0$; this constraint is handled by the method described in section 4.5 of Kother et al. (2015).

In a final step, we transform the point-source representation to a spherical harmonic expansion. Noting that the potential $V$ of eq. (1) can also be described by a spherical harmonic expansion

$$V(r_i, \theta_i, \phi_i) = a \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=0}^{n} \left( g_m^n \cos m \phi_i + h_m^n \sin m \phi_i \right) \frac{\cos \theta_i}{r_i^{n+1}} \times P_m^n (\cos \theta_i), \quad (5)$$

the Gauss coefficients $(g_m^n, h_m^n)$ are related to the point-source amplitudes $q_k$ by means of (cf. eqs 5 and 6 of Kother et al. 2015)

$$g_m^n = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( \frac{r_k}{a} \right)^{n+2} q_k P_m^n (\cos \theta_k) \cos(m \phi_k) \quad (6a)$$

$$h_m^n = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left( \frac{r_k}{a} \right)^{n+2} q_k P_m^n (\cos \theta_k) \sin(m \phi_k). \quad (6b)$$

Collecting the Gauss coefficients in the vector $\mathbf{g} = [g_m^n, h_m^n]$, this relationship can be written in matrix form as

$$\mathbf{g} = \mathbf{D} \mathbf{m}. \quad (7)$$

We will use the transformation matrix $\mathbf{D}$ in Section 4.2 in our discussion of the formal variances of the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients.

### 4 RESULTS

#### 4.1 Model residual statistics

For the purpose of testing, we estimated models using different combinations of data sets, including models that are only determined from low-altitude CHAMP data, models that are determined from field and gradient data (using a combination of the data sets described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2), and models that do not make use of EW gradient data. The models were assessed by visual inspection of maps of $B_z$ and $F$ at Earth’s surface, by their spatial power spectra, and by their formal model covariances (details are given below in Section 4.2). From these investigations, we concluded that a model determined entirely from magnetic gradient data (i.e. with no direct use of magnetic field data) using a regularization parameter $\sigma^2 = 3 \text{nT}^{-1}$ gave the most promising result. In the following, we will concentrate on that model, which we refer to as LCS-1.

Table 1 lists the number of data points, together with means and root-mean-squared (rms) misfit values. The mean and rms values are calculated from the model residuals $\mathbf{e} = \mathbf{d} - \mathbf{d}_{\text{mod}}$ using the robust Tukey weights $w$ obtained in the final iteration. Rms misfits of the nightside non-polar scalar gradient data are impressive: 0.14 nT for the NS gradient of all three satellites, and 0.27 nT for the EW gradient data. The dayside rms misfits are slightly higher (0.31–0.34 nT for the NS gradient) due to enhanced ionospheric contributions. As expected, the rms misfit is also higher in the polar regions: 1.37 nT for Swarm and 1.50 nT for CHAMP for the along-track gradient $\delta F_{NS}$, and 0.93 nT for the EW gradient $\delta F_{EW}$. The rms misfit of the (non-polar) vector gradient data is slightly
Table 1. Number $N$ of data points, (Tukey-weighted) mean and rms misfit (in nT) of NS scalar ($\delta F_{\text{NS}}$) and vector ($\delta B_{\theta, \text{NS}}, \delta B_{\phi, \text{NS}}$) gradient data, and of EW scalar ($\delta F_{\text{EW}}$) and vector ($\delta B_{\theta, \text{EW}}, \delta B_{\phi, \text{EW}}$) gradient data, at polar ($>\pm 55^\circ$) and non-polar ($<\pm 55^\circ$) QD latitudes and for dark (sun at least 10° below horizon) and sunlit conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHAMP</th>
<th>Swarm Alpha</th>
<th>Swarm Charlie</th>
<th>Swarm Alpha–Charlie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta F_{\text{NS, polar}}$</td>
<td>$491767$</td>
<td>$283355$</td>
<td>$283430$</td>
<td>$279628$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta F_{\text{NS, non-polar, dark}}$</td>
<td>$691933$</td>
<td>$416965$</td>
<td>$261843$</td>
<td>$414730$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta B_{\theta, \text{NS, dark}}$</td>
<td>$469839$</td>
<td>$261843$</td>
<td>$262195$</td>
<td>$259111$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta B_{\phi, \text{NS, dark}}$</td>
<td>$469839$</td>
<td>$261843$</td>
<td>$262195$</td>
<td>$259111$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta F_{\text{NS, non-polar, sunlit}}$</td>
<td>$759368$</td>
<td>$456084$</td>
<td>$455305$</td>
<td>$259111$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta F_{\text{EW, polar}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta F_{\text{EW, non-polar, dark}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta B_{\theta, \text{EW, dark}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta B_{\phi, \text{EW, dark}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These numbers refer to the data that have been used to construct the final LCS-1 model. The weighted rms difference between LCS-1 model predictions and magnetic field values (cf. Section 2.2) that have not been used in model determination is about 4.5 nT for the scalar field in polar regions and 1.4–2.8 nT for the vector components at non-polar latitudes.

All these numbers demonstrate the high quality and consistency of the satellite data, and thereby also of the lithospheric model derived from these data.

Fig. 4 shows estimated probability density functions (pdfs) of model residuals for the various data sources listed in Table 1 (pdfs are very similar for the three satellites and therefore the presented pdfs refer to the combined data sets). These pdfs demonstrate long-tailed distributions for all the data types justifying the use of a robust method to minimize the influence of outliers. The scatter of the residuals is largest for the polar data (blue curves) and smallest for the low-latitude scalar data (red curves), in agreement with the numbers in Table 1.

4.2 On the contribution of Swarm constellation data

The LCS-1 model includes, in addition to along-track (NS) gradient data from the CHAMP satellite, NS and EW gradient data as provided by the Swarm satellite constellation. However, the Swarm spacecraft are presently at much higher altitude (450 km) than CHAMP during its final years (<350 km), and Swarm therefore measures a much weaker lithospheric signal than CHAMP. The question therefore arises how much do the Swarm satellite data contribute to the combined model, and whether or not they improve on a CHAMP-only model given the higher altitude of Swarm.

In order to investigate this, we construct the model covariance matrix $C_m$ for models determined using different data set combinations. The diagonal elements of $C_m$ contain the variances $\sigma^2_m$ of the model parameters and enable an assessment of the relative
Figure 5. Variance of the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients \( g_m^n, h_m^n \) for various input data sets. See the text for details. Blue corresponds to well-resolved coefficients (i.e. low variance), while yellow corresponds to poorly resolved coefficients (i.e. large variance).

contribution from the various data sets. A similar approach has been used by Olsen et al. (2010) to assess the relative performance of different satellite constellation concepts for geomagnetic field modeling.

The model covariance matrix, in the absence of regularization \((\alpha^2 = 0)\), is given by

\[
C_m = \left( G^T W_d G \right)^{-1}.
\]  

To construct this matrix, no actual data are used; the matrix is entirely calculated from the positions of the data points, the assigned data uncertainties and the data type (field or gradient data). However, in our case \( C_m \) depends indirectly on the data through the robust data weights \( w \) which depend on the data residuals \( e \), that is, on data minus model predictions.

Eq. (8) describes the covariances of the estimated point-source amplitudes \( q \). In order to compare models determined from different data sets, it is more convenient to look at the covariances of the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients \( \mathbf{g} = \{ g_m^n, h_m^n \} \). Using the inverse of \( \mathbf{D} \) from eq. (7), the covariances of \( g_m^n, h_m^n \) are

\[
C_{g,h} = \left( (\mathbf{D}^{-1})^T G^T W_d G \mathbf{D}^{-1} \right)^{-1},
\]

and the diagonal elements of \( C_{g,h} \) are the variances \( \sigma_{g,h}^2 \) of the coefficients \( g_m^n, h_m^n \).

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of \( \sigma_{g,h}^2 \) on spherical harmonic degree \( n \) and order \( m \) (shown only up to \( n = 140 \), with \( m \geq 0 \) referring to the coefficients \( g_m^n \) and \( m < 0 \) referring to \( h_m^n \). Since the absolute values of \( \sigma_{g,h}^2 \) rely on the assumption of uncorrelated data uncertainties—a condition that might not be fulfilled—we present here only the relative value of \( \frac{\sigma_{g,h}^2}{\sigma_0^2} \) on an arbitrary scale by dividing with a reference variance (arbitrarily chosen to be \( \sigma_0^2 = 1 \, \text{nT}^2 \)) which, however, is the same for all the cases presented in the figure. Blue colours show low variances, while yellow represent larger variances.

Fig. 5(a) shows the variances \( \sigma_{g,h}^2 \) for a model that is based on CHAMP scalar and vector field (but no gradient) data, while

\[
\log(\sigma^2/\sigma_0^2)
\]
Figure 5(b) presents variances for a model that uses CHAMP scalar and vector NS gradient (but no field) data. NS gradient data improve the determination in particular of spherical harmonic terms of degree \( n \) larger than approximately 100 as can be seen from the reduced variance of those coefficients. NS gradient data are, however, not able to improve high-degree near-sectoral coefficients (i.e. coefficients with order \( m \approx n \)).

The variances shown in Fig. 5(b) are representative of what can be achieved with single-satellite NS gradient data taken at altitudes of 350 km and below. The corresponding results for the Swarm satellite mission when both lower spacecraft are treated as single satellites (i.e. no use of EW gradient data) is shown in Fig. 5(d); the variances are considerably larger, in particular for higher degrees \( n \), due to the higher altitude of the Swarm satellites.

However, taking advantage of the unique constellation aspect of Swarm, we estimated coefficient variances from a data set that only consists of Swarm EW gradient data (i.e. no use of NS gradient data). The results, presented in Fig. 5(c), are similar as those obtained with Swarm NS gradient data (Fig. 5d) and CHAMP field data (Fig. 5a).

From these results, it is obvious that the low-altitude CHAMP NS gradient data set is the single data set which provides most information on the lithospheric field. We therefore will use the CHAMP gradient-only model of Fig. 5(b) as reference in an investigation of the incremental value of adding other data sets in addition to the CHAMP NS gradient data.

Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the coefficient variances of different data set combinations, divided by the variances of the CHAMP gradient-only solution (which is now taken as the reference model). A value of that ratio close to 1 (presented by black) indicates no improvement, whereas values below 1 (green and blue) represent a potential model improvement.

Results for a model that is based on CHAMP and Swarm NS gradient data (but neither field nor Swarm EW gradient data) are shown in Fig. 6(a): the variance ratio is close to 1 for most of the coefficients, indicating only marginal improvement of the combined model compared to the CHAMP-only reference solution (Fig. 5b). Exceptions are low-degree coefficients (\( n < \approx 40 \)) and the near-zonal terms (i.e. terms with order \( m \approx 0 \)); they are obviously improved.

**Figure 6.** Variance ratio for models estimated from combined CHAMP + Swarm data sets, compared to the CHAMP-only model of Fig. 5b). Green corresponds to potential model improvement (i.e. reduction of variance), while black corresponds to no improvement.
for all degrees \( n \). The reason for this could be the higher altitude of Swarm or the slightly higher orbital inclination of the lower Swarm pair \((87.2')\) compared to CHAMP \((87.2')\), thereby reducing the ‘polar gap’ (which is the region around the geographic poles that is left unsampled).

Inclusion of CHAMP field observations (the additional data set described in Section 2.2 with data uncertainties assigned using an approach similar to that used for the gradient data) together with the CHAMP NS gradient data results in an improvement of the near-sectoral terms \((m \approx n)\), as can be seen from Fig. 6(b).

However, a similar variance reduction can also be achieved when including Swarm EW gradient data instead of the CHAMP field observations, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(c). (Note that the actual model improvement might be even larger than the variance reduction shown in this figure, since gradient data are less affected by remaining external field contamination.)

We finally determined the model improvement when using Swarm NS and EW gradient data together with the CHAMP NS gradient data. As expected, this combines the model improvements of Figs 6(a) and (c), resulting in variance ratios shown in Fig. 6(d).

We conclude that combining CHAMP NS and Swarm NS and EW gradient data leads to a significant reduction of variances by up to 50 per cent (corresponding to a reduction of the variance ratio from 1 to 0.5) compared to a CHAMP-only model, clearly demonstrating that Swarm data can improve lithospheric field models, despite their higher altitude, and without the need to directly include magnetic field observations.

5 DISCUSSION

Maps of the vertical component \( Z \) and of the scalar anomaly \( F \) at Earth’s surface from the LCS-1 model are shown in Fig. 7, synthesized for spherical harmonic degrees \( n = 16–185 \). The maps show the expected anomaly features throughout the world: the cratonic regions of the continents (Archeans and Proterozoic domains) have stronger anomalies than the accreted Palaeozoic and younger crusts and the long-wavelength features associated with and subparallel to the oceanic magnetic reversal stripes are seen consistently on or near widely separated isochrones (Müller et al. 2008), especially near the edges of the Cretaceous quiet zones where the width of the magnetic contrast zones is large (isochrones are shown in Fig. 7 as green curves; similar maps without isochrones can be found in the Supporting Information). For the first time, we can observe from maps prepared from the satellite data alone the EW oceanic features associated with the reversal stripes formed in the last 50 Ma of separation history of Australia from Antarctica. In previous field models, these features have been overwhelmed presumably by along-track noise lending them more NS trending appearance which is not expected based on the alignment of stripes and their offsets across transform faults in this region.

A number of other magnetic features of the ocean crust are seen for the first time. For example, there are NS trending lows in the vertical component map that appear to be associated with the NS trending 85°E ridge in the Bay of Bengal. Near the magnetic equator, NS features do not have distinct anomaly signatures in the intensity anomaly. This characteristic of the 85°E ridge has not previously been recognized as the near-surface magnetic anomaly data are intensity values and the Z-component in MF7 does not show a distinct correlation with the ridge. A second new feature is a linear doublet of NS trending anomalies along the southern segment of the 90°E ridge (between latitudes 15°S and 30°S, where it lies just west of the 90°E longitude). Only the anomaly features associated with the Broken Ridge in the southernmost part of this NS feature were known prior to this study (Krishna et al. 2012) as there are few marine profiles in the southern segment of the 90°E ridge.

Another interesting feature is the NS trending anomaly south of the Walvis Ridge within the Cretaceous quiet zone (between latitudes 50°S and 45°S and along approx. 5°E longitude) and not parallel to the nearby edge of the Cretaceous quiet zone. Available marine magnetic grids (e.g. EMAG3 and EMAG2_V3 models) show data in the region but in the tracks available to us there are many gaps as well. Since the LCS-1 model has more uniform data coverage in the region, we believe this feature is real and could be associated with coalescence of magnetic anomalies (Taylor & Ravat 1995) leading to linear trends (Ravat 2011) from processes such as later magmatic intrusions, variable magma supply, variable Fe content, variable magnetic thickness, geomagnetic excursions and variability of the palaeomagnetic field (Granot et al. 2012).

The EMM2015 lithospheric field model developed by Maus and co-workers (www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/EMM/) and the WDMAM2 model (Lesur et al. 2016), truncated to degree 185, also show features cross-cutting the central South Atlantic isochrones. This region has very few marine magnetic tracks, similar to the southern oceans regions away from continental margins. In LCS-1, these cross-cutting features are significantly subdued.

On the continents, where there are aeromagnetic data in EMM2015 and WDMAM2, the features in LCS-1 (in both \( Z \) and \( F \), Fig. 7) are similar to those models truncated at degree 185. The importance of LCS-1 is most apparent where the aeromagnetic or near-surface data do not exist or are sparse. The detail in the Bangui anomaly region, as well as several other regions of Africa, has improved substantially in comparison to the truncated EMM2015 or WDMAM2 models. The boundaries of features in the Bangui regions are better defined in LCS-1 Z-component anomalies. Similarly, the Kenya and Ethiopian domes are locations where NS features are expected because of the geology of the East African Rift, but such features could not be identified in previous maps. In the LCS-1 Z-component map (Fig. 7, top), we now observe a distinct alignment of positive features skirting east of Lake Victoria and also an alignment of negative features on the western flank of the Ethiopian dome (42°E and 8°–14°N). Not all sources of the lows can be related to the rift or to flood basalts (White & McKenzie 1989; Hofmann et al. 1997) which needs to be investigated further in detail.

The lithospheric power is higher in continental regions compared to oceanic regions, as expected due to the generally thicker continental/cratonic crust. The global average of \( B_z^2 \) at Earth’s surface is 48.5 nT² (for spherical harmonic degrees \( n = 16–185 \)), the power in continental regions is 66.1 nT², while that of the oceanic regions is only 39.4 nT². Use of L1 model regularization (i.e. minimizing the global average of \( B_r \) at the surface) helps in achieving this difference between continents and oceans; a L2-regularized model (i.e. constructed to minimise the global average of \( B_z^2 \)) that has the same global power (48.5 nT²) as the L1 model has a smaller continental power (63.6 nT²) and higher oceanic power (40.1 nT²) than the L1-regularized model. As a result, the L2-regularized model shows more spurious features in oceanic regions than the L1-regularized model with the same global power; avoiding spurious oceanic features using L2-regularization requires heavier damping which results in reduced global power. This illustrates a key advantage of L1-regularization for deriving global models that involve both high- (e.g. continental) and low-amplitude (e.g. oceanic) regions.
Figure 7. Maps of the lithospheric field vertical component $Z$ (top) and of scalar anomaly $F$ (bottom) at Earth’s surface (ellipsoid) from the LCS-1 model, for spherical harmonic degrees $n = 16–185$. Red curves represent QD latitudes of $\pm 55^\circ$, respectively $0^\circ$, while green curves show isochrones.

Global Lowes–Mauersberger spatial spectra for various lithospheric field models are compared in the top panel of Fig. 8. There is excellent agreement between the various models for spherical harmonic degrees up to, say, $n = 90$ (the power, a quadratic measure, of our L1-regularized model LCS-1 is slightly less than that of the L2-regularized models MF7, CHAOS-6 and EMM2015). For degrees $n = 90–130$, the power of LCS-1 and MF7 is at a similar level, while that of CHAOS-6 is slightly higher (probably
indicating limitations of CHAOS-6 at higher degrees). The decrease of power in LCS-1 for \( n > 130 \) is influenced by the regularization. The EMM2015 model is a combination of MF7 (for \( n \leq 133 \)) and the EMAG2_V3 marine/aeromagnetic data sets (\( n \geq 133 \)), formally going up to spherical harmonic degree and order 720. The EMAG2_V3 data set is, however, not of uniform global coverage, and therefore the EMM2015 model, although formally a global model, only contains accurate short-wavelength lithospheric field...
Figure 9. Top: comparison of total intensity magnetic anomalies from LCS-1 and MF7 models with the low-pass filtered (225 km) Australian aeromagnetic data set. Bottom: the difference between this aeromagnetic data set and LCS-1, respectively MF7. In places, the LCS-1 model has spatial resolution approaching 225 km.

features (corresponding to degrees $n > 133$) in regions with sufficient near-surface data coverage. Although EMM2015 shows the highest power of all models at $n > 133$, it is therefore likely that EMM2015 also underestimates the global lithospheric power above degree 133.

The lower panel of Fig. 8 shows the degree correlation $\rho_n$ [see eq. 4.23 of Langel & Hinze (1998) for a definition] between LCS-1 and various other field models. The degree correlation is above 0.9 for all degrees $n \leq 100$ and above 0.8 for all degrees $n \leq 130$. No other satellite-derived global lithospheric models exist for degrees above $n = 133$ and therefore an assessment of the high-degree part of our model is not straightforward. Despite the limitations of EMM2015 in providing a global representation of the lithospheric field for degrees $n > 133$, the degree correlation between LCS-1 and EMM205 for $n = 134–140$ (where EMM2015 is entirely based on near-surface data were available) is above 0.7, which is encouraging.

Next we assess our lithospheric field model using independent near-surface magnetic data. Australia is the only continent with a near-perfect regional aeromagnetic coverage. This coverage was possible due to the backbone of baseline Australia-wide Airborne Geophysical Surveys [AWAGS and AWAGS2 flight lines supplemented with a network of magnetic base stations, Milligan et al. (2010)]; thus, this region has excellent long-wavelength control for assessing different global models. We compared the wavelength content of LCS-1, MF7 and EMM2015 models with respect to this Australian data set. Fig. 9 shows a spatial comparison of magnetic field intensity anomalies in the Australian aeromagnetic anomaly grid (filtered with a low-pass wavelength cut-off of 225 km) and the LCS-1 and MF7 models. It is clear that most of the anomaly features in the 225 km filtered data are observable in the LCS-1 field intensity anomalies with nearly the same resolution (except in south-central Australia). MF7 is limited by its truncation at spherical harmonic degree and order of 133.

The visual comparison in Fig. 9 is corroborated by estimates of coherence in the central third of Australia (Fig. 10). For estimating coherence (i.e. the normalized cross-spectrum, see eq. 9.1.36 of Priestley 1981) between two maps we use two identical data windows and 2-D multitapering (Hanssen 1997) to improve statistical properties of the low wavenumbers of the spectra of the signals (since there are only a few estimates of Fourier amplitudes available in the low wavenumbers), and compute annular averages over a band of wavenumbers.

If certain wavelengths are not present in the data sets being compared or the signal at those wavelengths is corrupted or phase-shifted, coherence is reduced. Since the Australian magnetic data are of very high fidelity and full spectrum, based on the degree/order of the spherical harmonic expansion of EMM2015, LCS-1 (considering degrees up to $n = 185$), and MF7 models, we expect their coherence with the Australian aeromagnetic data to degrade around wavelengths of 55, 215 and 300 km, respectively. This is seen to occur as expected at a coherence value of 0.5 in each case. EMM2015 reflects the fact that the model uses the Australian aeromagnetic database for wavelengths less than 300 km. LCS-1 has clearly benefited in terms of resolution by using gradients of the fields from CHAMP and Swarm satellites. LCS-1 also has better coherence at the longest wavelengths (900–1500 km) in the central Australian spectral window. Similar analysis has been performed over other Australian regions with similar results. The central Australian region has correlation coefficient of 0.84 and amplitude ratio of 0.86 between the low-pass filtered (at 250 km) aeromagnetic data and the LCS-1 model, whereas MF7 compares to the aeromagnetic data with a correlation coefficient of 0.65 and an amplitude ratio of 0.5.
A coherence analysis has also been performed over the U.S. where the U.S. NURE aeromagnetic data have been processed using the CM4 continuous core field model (Sabaka et al. 2004), instead of IGRF/DGRF, and merged with the North American magnetic anomaly database. The continental U.S. part of the NURE-NAMAM2008 database is full spectrum to the extent that this is possible (Ravat et al. 2009) without flying new backbone aeromagnetic surveys as done in Australia. The analysis suggests that the wavelength content of the LCS-1 model is limited to 250 km, while MF7 performs similarly to the central Australian case. EMM2015 on the other hand degrades much more rapidly in North America compared to Australia, reaching coherence of about 0.5 at 85 km wavelength. This is because EMM2015 used Decade of North American Geology magnetic database in the U.S. which has incorrect long wavelengths due to imperfect merging of different aeromagnetic grids and does not take advantage of the intermediate- and long-wavelength corrected NURE-NAMAM2008 database (Ravat et al. 2009). Since no other regional compilation in the world has proven high-quality intermediate- and long-wavelength coverage, based on the Australian and the U.S. comparisons, we conclude that the LCS-1 model should improve satellite-based magnetic anomaly definition globally at wavelengths >250 km (i.e. for degrees $n < 160$).

Where can LCS-1 help immediately in magnetic interpretations? Clearly, that would be in regions of the world not presently covered with near-surface magnetic data. This includes large parts of the African continent, regions in South America where data are not publicly available and parts of the southern oceans without adequate magnetic ship tracks. In Fig. 11, we show 3-D surface plots of the field intensity magnetic anomaly over one of the highest amplitude magnetic features on the Earth, the Bangui anomaly in central Africa. The associated high–low–high pattern of anomalies has been interpreted by various researchers since the days of the POGO and Magsat satellites: as magnetic contrast between a large crustal-scale intrusive body situated under the Congo basin and the surrounding central African shields (Regan et al. 1975); as strongly magnetized thick iron formation as well as differences in magnetic contrasts between the basins and surrounding shields (Ravat 1989; Ravat et al. 1992); and as a large circular region magnetized by asteroid impact (Girdler et al. 1989, 1992; Ravat et al. 2002). The only known near-surface magnetic data in the region are sparse ground data which show central lobes of $-1000$ to $-1400$ nT of $0.5^\circ$–$1^\circ$ half-wavelength and northern and southern side lobes of $+400$ to $+600$ nT of $0.25^\circ$–$1^\circ$ half-wavelength (J. Vassal, unpublished data, 1978, in Regan et al. 1975) and hence the high-resolution satellite anomaly models are extremely valuable in the assessment of the origin of geological sources and economic resources of the region. The LCS-1 field intensity anomaly (three narrow and 300–400 nT positive peaks and a few narrow 300–500 nT negative troughs, Fig. 11b) shows significant improvement in spatial resolution over the MF7 field (fewer broader and lower amplitude positive and negative peaks, Fig. 11a). A similar improvement is also seen in the features of west African cratons and the intervening Taoudeni basin in the NW section of the surface plots [for geology and preliminary magnetic crustal models, see Ravat (1989), and references therein].

Figure 10. Solid lines: spectral comparison (coherence) between the Australian full spectrum data in the central third of Australia and LCS-1, MF7 and EMM2015 models. The region of comparison is limited by the maximum Cartesian dimension of a study region and hence is limited to 1500 km. All data were projected to Lambert Conical projection and gridded in Cartesian coordinates using identical projection and gridding parameters. Dashed lines: a similar spectral comparison of the models with NURE-NAMAM2008 database in the central U.S. Bottom axis shows horizontal wavelength and top axis shows the equivalent spherical harmonic degree.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used four years of CHAMP satellite and three years of Swarm satellite constellation magnetic ‘gradient’ observations (approximated by spatial finite differences of magnetic field observations) to derive a global model of Earth’s lithospheric field. The model is regularized by minimizing the L1 norm of the radial magnetic field, $|B_r|$, averaged over Earth’s surface.

The resulting model shows very good agreement with other satellite-derived lithospheric field models (degree correlation above 0.8 for all degrees $n \leq 133$). Comparison with independent...
near-surface aeromagnetic data from Australia yields good agreement (coherence >0.55) at horizontal wavelengths down to 250 km (corresponding to a spherical harmonic degree n = 160). Crucial for achieving this result is the EW ‘gradient’ information that is provided by the unique Swarm constellation, despite its present rather high altitude (of about 450 km for the lower satellites) compared to the altitude of CHAMP (below 350 km) during the last four years of its mission. This is very encouraging for future lithospheric field modeling: including forthcoming, Swarm data taken at lower altitude will certainly further increase the spatial resolution of satellite-derived lithospheric field models.
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**SUPPORTING INFORMATION**

Supplementary data are available at *GJI* online.

Map of the lithospheric field vertical component $Z$ at Earth’s surface (ellipsoid) from the LCS-1 model, for spherical harmonic degrees $n = 16–185$.

Map of the lithospheric field total field intensity anomaly $F$ at Earth’s surface (ellipsoid) from the LCS-1 model, for spherical harmonics $n = 16–185$.
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